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Camrock TH-70 is a universal high tripod with a comfortable 3D head. The head is interchangeable, and on a tripod,
you can mount any head with a standard 3/8 inch thread. The aluminum multiplier with very good durability has legs
with a special cross-section guaranteeing increased stability and durability. The tripod also has a hook for hanging the
load and feet with joints significantly improving stability. The head is equipped with a double level and a retractable
column with a crank. This tripod is great for use with SLR cameras, heavier digital cameras and cameras, small and
medium telescopes and binoculars. Characteristics â€¢ high quality of reinforced aluminum â€¢ comfortable 3D head with
a spirit level (the ability to disconnect, change the head) â€¢ high stability and durability â€¢ convenient carry handle â€¢ selfleveling feet â€¢ extendable column with a crank â€¢ three-legged legs â€¢ hook for hanging the load â€¢ fast and easy
operation â€¢ a cover with a belt included. Technical parameters â€¢ Length of the folded tripod (maximum working): 165
cm â€¢ Length of the folded tripod (minimum working distance): 65 cm â€¢ Tripod length in the transport position: 69 cm â€¢
Distance between legs (max): 93 cm â€¢ Material: aluminum â€¢ Number of sections: 3 â€¢ Load capacity: 3 kg â€¢ Head:
3 D, with 1/4 inch thread â€¢ Weight: 1.85 kg (including head: 0.6 kg, tripod: 1.25 kg, with a cover: 2 kg) Warranty 2
years (high photographic tripod for universal applications) (adjusting the height of the tripod allows you to achieve
optimal working conditions) (the tripod is placed in a comfortable transport case) (tripod is equipped with a
photographic head - you can also use any other head with a 3/8 "mount) (the hook allows you to attach a tripod, eg a
photo bag) (movable feet of the tripod adjust to the spacing of legs and ground, ensuring good stability) (quick latch
length of tripod legs)
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